SC Okays Pickets To Help Fight Ban

Student Council last week unanimously approved a resolution calling upon all students at the City University to picket the Administrative Council of Municipal College Presidents headquarters to protest against the ban on Communist speakers. The motion was introduced at Wednesday's Council meeting by Sal Favia, who detailed how previous resolutions were merely "paper actions," and that it was time to take some concrete stand. The motion was introduced by the Council president, the speaker of the motion, the Administrative Council head, and the Corporation Council president, all of whom "agreed to the resolution." The picket line was set up outside the Municipal College Presidents headquarters.

Speaker Ban Hits Aptheker

Communist Party National Committeeman Herbert Aptheker was barred last week from speaking at a forum at the College. The move was introduced at last week's meeting of the College Council, which is the executive body of the Communist Party in the City University. The resolution calling for the ban was introduced by the student Federal Council, which is the Communist Party's student arm.

Civil Defense

Professor Seymour Melman, Associate Professor of Industrial and Labor Relations at the School of Industrial Relations, will speak Thursday at 11:15 PM in Room 201 Wagner. The talk, sponsored by the Student Peace Union, is entitled, "Cate Civil Defense Defend Us?" An alternative to war or surrender: the Peace Race." Professor Melman is the author of the recently published book, "The Peace Race."

Rider Loses Appeal: Coed Freed on Bail

BY RENEE COHEN

JACKSON, MISS., MON., NOV. 27—Freedom Rider Terry Perlman, a junior at the College, was sentenced here today to four months on the county farm and a $200 fine, after an all-white jury found her guilty of "breach of the peace." Miss Perlman, as well as other Freedom Riders already convicted for the same offense by the Jackson Court, immediately signed papers freeing her on a $10,000 dollar bond appeal. The Freedom Riders' cases next come up on the Circuit Court level.

Ten minutes after they were charged to deliberate and come to a verdict, the jury returned the verdict of guilty and the judge sentenced Perlman, the first to testify at her appeal trial. Perlman contended that twice he had ordered the defendant to leave the waiting room and had arrested her. After she ignored his demands, the prosecuting attorney cited the defendant's 35 years of experience "in dealing with crowds." The judge called the witness to describe the temper of the people in the waiting room. "The judge's opinion of the defendant is the last chance for students running for SG elections to register their candidacy before the close of the registration period on Friday December 8. Student over eighteen are eligible to contribute; those under twenty-one must have their parent's consent. Prospective donors can sign up opposite Room 313 in Finley and outside Knittle Lounge in Shepard.

Blood Drive Starts Thurs.

This term's blood drive will approach its climax as registration for the donors takes place on north and south campuses from this Thursday through Friday December 8. Student over eighteen are eligible to contribute; under twenty-one must have their parent's consent. Prospective donors can sign up opposite Room 135 in Finley and outside Knittle Lounge in Shepard.

Last term the Blood Bank Council collected only 300 pints out of 800 eligible at the school. The existing situation was termed "pathetic" by Richard Weston, the Council's publicity co-chairman. Although all students and faculty and their immediate families are eligible to draw from the College's blood bank, few have taken advantage of the opportunity. For these people the blood is free, but there is a $5 charge for transfer of the blood and clinical work. This is one-seventh the usual cost.
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...It's a top seller at colleges from U.S.C. to Yale ...and 1st in the Flip-Top box in every single state

If you think you're seeing more Marlboro men lately, you're right. More than 25,000 smokers all over the country are switching to Marlboro every month!

You'll know why when you try them.

Marlboro is the filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. The secret of the flavor is the famous Marlboro recipe from Richmond, Virginia... and the pure white Selectrate filter that goes with it.

Try Marlboro and judge for yourself. On or off campus, you get a lot to like.
PREAMBLE
We, the students of the City College, Main Day, desiring: to main-
tain academic freedom and student rights; to stimulate and improve
democratic student government; to develop better educational standards
and methods; to foster extra-curricular activities and wholesome,
and to foster the recognition of the rights and responsibilities of students
to the College and to the community, do hereby establish this Constitu-
tion for the Student Government.

ARTICLE I

Section 1) The name of the in-
utural or student government shall be the STUDENT GOVERN-
MENT.

Section 2) The Student Government shall consist of an execut­ive branch known as the EXECU­TIVE; a legislative branch, known as the STUDENT COUNCIL; and an educative branch known as the STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD.

ARTICLE II

Section 1) The executive power of Student Government shall be vested in a President, a Vice-Pre­
dent, a Treasurer, and a Secretary elected by the Student body, at large, and three (3) Executive Vice­Presidents chosen by and from the Student Council.

Section 2) The powers of the Ex­ecutive shall be: A. To chair the executive com­mittee of the Student Council.
B. To conduct in all cases, all regulations and mandates enacted by the Student Council.
C. To suspend the rights and privileges of all student clubs and organizations that violate their charters, organizational charters established by Student Council.
D. To act in the name of Student Government in cases of emergency.

ARTICLE III

Section 1) The Student Council shall be composed of: A. The President, the Vice-President, the Secretary, and the Secretary for the next scheduled election.
B. Six representatives elected in the Fall semester for one year from the junior classes. One member from each area shall be elected, to be decided by the Organizational Committee.

The proposed constitution gives a more organized structure to the College and shall have an effect that very few of the old constitution could have been achieved. It is a more democratic constitution that very few of the old constitution could have been approved by a majority of the student body.
I am outraged by the travesty of the right of free speech and as an outrageous and repugnant thing the University Student Government, on behalf of the College Student Government, on behalf of the City Colleges of the City of New York, appeals to the Administrative Council of the City University of New York, in refusing to consider the grievances of the students of City College, for he is always outspoken on civil liberties issues... He has never sought to standardize thinking. He has constantly stressed the freedom of the mind and its importance in action. This accounts for the position in Observation Post that he is a great believer in analysis as the proper method of approach to philosophical problems. He is genuinely concerned with freedom, ethics, aesthetics, and, even though, he finds good in actual experience, he does not deny ideal possibilities, such as a better civilization without the threat of a devastating bomb. For all this and more, I thank Professor Krikorian.

Eileen Kopperman '67
Professor Krikorian (Philosophy) is retiring at the end of the term.

CORNELL SYMPATHIZES
The following is a copy of a letter which was sent by the Executive Board of Cornell Student Government to protest the appearance of all opinions, no matter how extreme, in accordance with his naturalistic method. Philosophical
turned to Professor Krikorian for help in their attempts to arrive at a generalized view of existence. Realizing the difficulty of answering questions involving eternity, destiny, the cosmos and even morals, human emotions and values, many students at City College have turned to Professor Krikorian for guidance in their attempts to arrive at some final views. As a great believer in the importance of knowledge, Professor Krikorian encourages and time efforts on behalf of his students have been unfailingly successful... The recent action of the City Colleges institute a severe limitation on academic freedom and show utter failure to understand the principles that they try to teach.

The intellectual growth and maturation of students is best achieved by exposure to diverse points of view which can be open and fully examined. It is the function of a university to aid this process, not hinder it. It is definitely not the duty of university administration to "discriminate and choose among the welter of ideas, positions, convictions, facts and theories which represent themselves for consideration... Once this power is claimed further transgressions on academic freedom are likely to result.

If the members of the Communist Party have broken the laws of this country, they should be punished in the court of law, not restrained by arbitrary administrative action. The education of students, and our very freedom, depends on our allow... of all opinions, no matter how unpopular, to be heard.

The Executive Board of Cornell University Student Government, on behalf of the Cornell Student Body, appeals to the Administrative Council of the City Colleges of the City of New York to reverse its recent ruling banning Community speakers. We are also convinced that the action of Queens College in refusing to continue to allow William Buckley, Jr., to come to campus... to be punished in the court of law, not restrained by arbitrary administrative action. The education of students, and our very freedom, depends on our allow... of all opinions, no matter how unpopular, to be heard.

This is more the case at the College than at Queens and Hunter Colleges. We can, fortunately, still boast of a better showing than Brooklyn.

While we did have a rally with an attendance of about 1000 students, Queens, with half our student population mustered 500 at a similar rally, and Hunter a similar number. When it came to direct action, in the form of a student boycott, Hunter College outdistilled us both in their picket line and strike, and Queens had several times the number of protesters there when we were at the College.

It would seem that students at the College, long in the forefront of liberal action, have fallen into the shadow of their smaller and usually quieter neighbors. While this is to the credit of our fellow city colleges, it is a sad commentary on our classmates.

Our recent poor showing may be partially the fault of those in Student Government who lagged in organizing and publicizing our boycott. This will not be the case now for steps have been taken to notify every campus organization of the picket, and to provide adequate and thorough publicity.

We also hope that the students will awaken to their responsibilities as citizens and members of the College community by supporting this action, en masse, to show the Administrative Council that infringements upon our rights will not be tolerated.

Saturday there will be no excuse.
Critic CallsHUAC Threat to Dissent
Attacks on the concept of a free society by the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) have helped to further fear, repression and the Administrative Council Speaker ban, an advocate of HUAC abolition charged here Wednesday.

The link between HUAC and the Ban was asserted by Burton White, a leader of the 1959 San Francisco demonstrations against the Committee, in his chronicle of HUAC's "twenty-three year attempt to crush political dissent in America."

Speaking before the College's club to abolish the Committee, White said the House Unit and the City University Speaker Ban constituted a "greater danger to US political freedoms than the aging, self destructive F.JU ridden, American Communist Party."

Parodying the language of the Smith Act, Mr. White tied the action of the Administrative Council of College Presidents in imposing its speaker ban a conspiracy to advocate the undermining of the first amendment; constituting a clear and present danger to speech.

White attributed many "encroachments on civil liberties to judicial attempts to interpret away the first amendment."

He charged that the constitutional prohibition 'Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion' had been modified by High Court decisions to read "Congress shall make no law unnes Congress and the Supreme Court decide that on balance the interests of the Government in the people not exercising a power is greater than the people in exercising it."

Tracing American political philosophy from the time of the Magna Charta, White asserted that the US has suffered from 300 years of political schizophrenia.

Noting two main trends, White described the puritan concept as based on the belief in the possession of absolute truth.

"Everyone was free to do everything the elders said they could," Mr. White characterized this as an "example of Un-Massachusetts Flower Contract, White asserted, describing the puritan concept as based on the belief in the possession of absolute truth.
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Free Theatre

The English Department's production of "The Matchmaker" opens tonight at the Hunter College Playhouse in a very bittersweet mood for such a merry conscious play. Thornton Wilder's chronicle of a widow's farcical attempt to land a rich and unwilling husband will be a delight as a change of charges by students lucky enough to get tickets now available in Room 152 Finley, and Room 220 Shepard.

The curtain will be going up on the thespians pictured above tomorrow, Thursday and Friday night at 7:30 PM.

Rivlin... (Continued from Page 1)

Council is being read by the individual members of that body. Informal outside legal opinion will also be requested, the Chancellor said.

Although numerous organizations have promised to submit legal refutations, the American Civil Liberties Union brief is the only one thus far received, he said.

While he disclosed that a court decision would be the "formal way" to resolve the legal question, Dr. Everett said he did not see such a ruling forthcoming.

"Should it be found that there are no legal grounds for the ban, there would remain no educational basis on which to prohibit Communitarians from addressing audiences at the city colleges, according to the Administrative Council statement.

However, Dr. Everett pointed out that it would be at the discretion of the faculties at the several colleges to "decide what it wishes."

Acting President Rivlin declared that he hoped for a final decision on the matter before the end of the calendar year.

Dateline Mississippi ...

Testimony ended, and the jury heard the lawyers' summations.

"If you think she [the defendant] was arrested in order to preserve segregation in the terminal," defense attorney Hall began, "then you cannot find the defendant guilty of breach of peace."

"If there had been a breach of peace committed," he continued, "it would have been committed by people other than the defendant."

"This is a simple case," the prosecuting attorney asserted.

The State must have proved three things to prove beyond a reasonable doubt," he said. "First, that the order was given, second, that it was disobeyed, finally, that the order was given when a breach of the peace was about to occur."

"Captain Ray's testimony certainly satisfied the three requirements, the prosecution contended," Mr. Sanders estimated that Miss Perlman's mood at the time of her arrest was "outwardly calm," while Captain Ray said, "I would say the defendant was possibly afraid."

During a twenty minute recess Miss Perlman and Captain Ray spoke together in a casual friendly manner and began to discuss his testimony. "I was afraid for your own safety," he declared as he smiled at the defendant. "But there was no real hostility toward us among those people in the waiting room," the Freedman Rider interjected.

Lucky Strike presents:

LUCKY STRIKE

"I'll say it just once more: 'Volunteers for judo, step forward!'"

"Maybe they are just bluffing, but I'm keeping my head down."

"For cryin' out loud, Hawkins! Who ever taught you to put up silent?"

" Doesn't anybody know how to light this thing?"

"THE SMOKING LAMP IS LIT!" For Sailors and Marines, that means happy time. They can slow down and light up a Lucky. In the Army and Air Force, the cry is "Take ten!"—Lucky lighting time again. But Lucky you, you can enjoy Luckies any time. Why, you can even have one right now. And won't it taste great! Full, rich tobacco flavor—that's why college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular. March out and buy a pack.

THE PERFECT answer to every student's needs!

"STUDENT- SOLDIERS"

CHANCE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

American Tobacco Company — "Home is our middle name."

Erecta Shelf®

With just 4 basic panel sizes you can make your quarters attractive and comfortable. There's no limit to the variety of useful and handy, space-saving arrangements you can design and assemble to customize your every need.

With beautifully compact Erecta Shelf, you ADD EXTRA LIVING SPACE within minutes.

ON SALE AT CITY COLLEGE STORE
The City Planning Commission has recommended to the Board of Estimate that money be appropriated for a preliminary educational building for the college. The cost for the project has been estimated at $3,421,400.

The recommendation must be approved by the Board of Estimate before January 1, after which date it would be ineffective. Approval, however, is, in most cases, only formality.

Dr. Hyma Krakower (Chmn., Physical Education) said that requesting a new building "has been going on for years," and that "this is the furthest it has ever gone."

The latest request, according to Prof. Krakower, originated in the year the President Bueu G. Gallagher's office to the Board of Higher Education, which passed it on to the City Planning Commission. "Members of the Commission visited the College and saw the need," said Prof. Krakower, and were made aware of the need for a new physical education building.

Support for the plan has followed through this summer, said the chairman, of the physical education department.

Aside from the fact that the College "may never get into the official planning stage, there are other problems — where will the money come from, and where will the building be located?"

Acting President Rovin said in his press conference last Wednesday that "the question of a site is definitely being kept open in order to see whether we cannot get the additional land that we need, as well as additional funds."

Prof. Krakower said that Jasper Oval is "unfortunately" being considered for the site. He would prefer that the Oval be kept open and that the additional land be found elsewhere on the campus.

"It's a lot to hope for, but as the man said, a City University isn't built in a day.

West Chester NCAA Victor
ST. LOUIS—St. Louis University, winner of the NCAA soccer championships in the past two years, finally met its match before a hometown crowd Saturday at West Chester (Pa.) State Teachers College, scored a 2-0 upset victory there.

The Billikens had been the National Collegiate Soccer Champions the past two years, and had been rated as the number one team in the nation in 1960, and had been favored to repeat. But West Chester's Rams scored twice in the final period for the victory.

The Rams were one of those teams that have had the advantage of playing in games before they finally gave them their first score after four minutes of the fourth period. And it was for All-America honors at inside left, sent a penalty kick far into the right corner.

Four minutes later, Joe Brown did the same thing, with the same result. The Rams scored twice in the final period for the victory.

In another two miles of track, he works on the outside of the race. The other two miles every day. He credits this strict regimen with keeping him at an athletic peak. He is, in the eyes of Coach Edward Lucia, "the hardest worker on the team."

Prior to transferring to the day section, the junior was captain of the Evening Session team for three years. Although the evening squad doesn't see very much intercollegiate competition, he did lead the rudiments of ball fencing, and won two silver medals in the EIBL.

Last year, his first in varsity competition, he compiled an 8-6-1 record with the saber and 1-6-1 with the epee. In his second saber match he took two out of three from a member of a championship NYU team.

Marshall Pastorious is pasting in with three weapons for the first time in two years.

Marshall Pastorious's feeling about fencing, "It is something I do because I love the sport," is indicative of the man and the sport.

Pastorious's love of the sport is attested to by the great amount of time he devotes to it.
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Last year, his first in varsity competition, he compiled an 8-6-1 record with the saber and 1-6-1 with the epee. In his second saber match he took two out of three from a member of a championship NYU team.

Marshall Pastorious's feeling about fencing, "It is something I do because I love the sport," is indicative of the man and the sport.

Pastorious's love of the sport is attested to by the great amount of time he devotes to it.